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Belts
and
Ropes
Raffia
and
Monofilaments
yarn
since

1941

Continuity,
an absolute value.
From the activity to ropemakers employed
in hemp working and defibration, handed
down from father and son, to the actual
production of belts exported all over the
world: in his long history barbieri company
has always tried to exploit the opportunities
offered by progress without ever surrender
to it.
Our production has begun to develop on an
industrial scale in 1941 with the registration

to the chamber of commerce.
Afterwards, about the year 1960, taking a
request of egg conveyor belt as a starting
point, we left in that new adventure of which
still now we are leaders.
What makes us really proud is being able
to keep alive the love for quality and the
attention to requests of our customers which
have marked barbieri up from its origin and
on which we have built our philosophy.

BARBIERI
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A customised product
industrially managed.
The production of egg conveyor belts, extruded
belts and ropes is the final act of a long process
that begins with the choice of the best raw
materials and continues with the production of
high quality yarn.
As a laboratory of couture is capable of producing
a dress tailor, so our company build your product
on the specific requirements of customers.

The organization of company’s spaces reflects
our way of understanding work: today the
company operates from a 30,000 square meter
site of which around 10,000 square meters are
covered within which we can effectively manage
all the different phases of production, from the
arrival of raw materials to the storage of final
products.
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Production:
all starts from yarn.
Inside our company we produce four different
kind of yarns, the raffia and monofilament,
made in accordance with specific requirements
of customers, both with regard to the diameter
that as regards the colour, only by using colours
in conformity with the current regulations in
alimentary field.
Our production lines were constructed after
detailed studies which allowed us to obtain yarns
with an excellent resistance a low elongation and
a good stabilization.
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Beyond the attention for the production method
we add the choice of the best raw materials: the
grain of polypropylene with antistatic and anti
uv treatment and the grain of polyethylene high
density with anti uv too.
1 - loading and dosage raw material
2 - extrusion lines (view)
3 - extrusion line
4 - antistatic treatment
5 - monofilament winders
6 - head monofilament
7 - extrusion lines (view)
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Production:
egg conveyor belts.
For the production of egg conveyor belts we
weave our yarns both in weft and also in warp: is
thus obtained an herringbone structure strong
and durable which guarantees compactness, good
tenacity and low elongation to the belt.
To achieve these standard of production we use
looms manufactured according to specifications
provided by us and developed inside our
company thanks to the experience acquired
during the years.
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1 - weaving division
2 - creel
3 - weaving loom (particular)
4 - electric warp control
5 - perforation belts laser
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Production:
extruded manure belts.
The barbieri company has four lines of extrusion
technologically advanced of high capacity which
allow to produce belts in length and thickness
required.
Our machines are equipped with dosing systems
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of raw materials, heating and cooling control
system of calendering which ensure to our
products a regular thick and high stabilization.
In addition we have the electronic winding belts
which provides a constant voltage winding.
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1/2 - extrusion line (view)
3 - stabilization manure belt
4 - electronic winder
5 - electronic thickness control
6 - extrusion lines (view)
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Production:
ropes
The production of belts is flancked by polyester and
polyethylene ropes.
Our braiding machines allow to make ropes from 1,5 to
15mm diameter in different colours wrapped on metal
spools in requested length.
1 - needles braiding machine (particular)
2 - braiding machines
3 - needles braiding machines (view)
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Quality
Control

technology and
professionalism
Our primary aim is to ensure the quality of our products.
Barbieri company has a laboratory for the analysis of all raw materials
used in order to verify the conformity of them with the certificate of
analysis delivered by suppliers of polymer.
We also have an electronic dynamometer for making thougness and
stretch test both on yarn and also on finished belts.
At the end of the production process these are cut and their linearity
is carefully controlled.
During the winding belts are re-examined and if there are some
imperfections these are manually corrected in such a way to restore
the initial weft.

1 - electronic dynamometer
2 - linearity control belt
3 - control and rewinding belt
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Logistics,

wide integrated spaces to
guarantee quality and punctuality.
Belts which pass quality controls are ready to be
stored.
Within the company we have 4,000 square metres
used for stock where we keep all raw materials
and we stock finished product waiting for
deliveries.
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Our products are carefully labelled in order that
all information concerning the type, length,
specifications required by customers and
installation method will be reported.
We use only pallet treated according to ispm 15
for packaging.

2
1 - raw material stock
2/3/5 - finished products stock
4 - yarns stock
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Case History

Agricultural Mfg. & Textiles, Inc.
Quality, satisfaction of requests and innovation:
these are the three pillars on which we have built
the history of our company.
It’s just a constant search for new solutions
suitable for improving the quality standard and
an always great meeting of the needs of our
customers which allow us to be today in first
line in the production of solutions for poultry
breeding.
Between the success which have more gratifed us
there is our contribution to the trouble shooting
of cold braids cutting found from our u.s.
customer, through the development of a solution
(“cable free”) that avoids the fraying of the ends
of braids after the cut, in order to ensure an easy
insertion through holes.
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BARBIERI
In the world
a significant
presence
Today barbieri is a company in constant expansion able to
invest big capital in development of new technologies.
In last 2015 we have produced about 20 million metres
of egg conveyor belt, about 8 million square metres of
manure belt and about 8 million metres of rope.
Our products are known, appreciated and exported all
over the world.
The major markets on which we work are: Usa, China,
Russia, Brasile, Messico, Marocco, Egitto, Arabia Saudita,
India, Turkey, Malaysia and Europe.
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#

Egg Conveyor Belts

Products:
the Range

- POLYPROPYLENE EGG CONVEYOR BELTS
- POLYESTER EGG CONVEYOR BELTS
- MANURE CONVEYOR BELTS
- DRYING MANURE BELTS
- PERFORATED EGG CONVEYOR BELTS
- SHEETS CUT TO SIZE ON YOUR REQUEST
- SHEETS PERFORATED FOR CAGES FOR BROILERS
- ROPES FOR DRINKING SYSTEMS
- ROPES FOR FEEDING SYSTEMS
- ROPES FOR VENTILATION SYSTEMS
- ROPES FOR FIXING TUNNELS TARPS
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Barbieri’s company produces egg conveyor belts made
in polypropylene and polyester in width starting from
50mm to 360mm, with lengths in accordance with
customer’s requirements in order to need only one joint
when they will be installed on cages.
We also guarantee the possibility to personalize belts
with yarn of different colours.

#
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Manure Conveyor Belts
Our company offers a wide range of extruded polypropylene belts first choice, with thickness starting from 0,5
and 3mm and width from 50 to 2500mm.
These belts, which can be perforated, have many uses:
from the collection to the drying of manure, till to floor
for poultry cages or nests and to the sheets cut to size.

#
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Ropes
Between our products there are ropes for poultry
use made of high tenacity polyester and high density
polyethylene, which could be used to sustain drinkers
lines or feeders, to move ventilation systems and to fix
covers for tunnel.
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# Egg Conveyor Belts
#1-a _ Polypropylene Belts
The polypropylene yarn of our manufacture has been specially
studied to have optimal characteristics that a conveyor belt must
have that is to say a good resistance and a low elongation.
Moreover it’s treated with ANTI UV to have a greater resistance
to sunlight and it’s treated with antistatic so as not to attract the

dust that in presence of humid eggs become less dirty.
Polypropylene belts can be washed with cold water taking care
not to use strong disinfectants (see warranty conditions).
Moreover the polypropylene doesn’t permit the proliferation of
fungus, mold and bacteria.

NSPN096WH020

TYPE NSPN: white polypropylene belt woven with
polyethylene. Actually is the belt the most requested. It
can be personalized with colored lines.

NSPN100GR060

TYPE NSPN: grey polypropylene belt with the same
characteristics of the belt type NSPN096WH020.
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NSPL100WH242

TYPE NSPL: polypropylene belt woven with
polyethylene in lighter version than the belt type SP
and it could be personalized with colored lines.

NSPH100WH000

TYPE NSPH: white polypropylene belt woven with
polyethylene. Heavier version than the type SP, it offers
an high resistance with a low elongation.

NSPH100BR000

TYPE NSPH: brown polypropylene belt with the same
characteristics of the belt type NSPH100WH000.
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NSPS100WH030

TYPE NSPS: white polypropylene belt woven with
high tenacity polyester. The polyester weft makes
the belt softer with a greater adaptability to the egg
collection channel. It could be personalized with
colored lines.

#1-c _ Polyester Belts

The polyester yarn offers a very good tensile strength with low
stretch and it’s not influenced by temperature’s changes.
The price of the raw material is higher than the polypropylene.

The polyester belts have the characteristic to be resistant but
at the same time soft, they are perfect for collection systems
provided with drive units with toothed rollers.

NSPA100WH000

TYPE NSPA: Light high tenacity polyester belt woven with polyethylene
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NSPB100WH202

TYPE NSPB: Belt made of 65% heavy high tenacity polyester and 35% polypropylene woven with polyethylene.
It could be personalized with colored lines.

Personalization

SPLGR404

SPLWH040

SPLWH050

SPLWH323
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Following summary table
Type
of Belt

Warp
Material

Weft
Material

Minimum
Width mm

Maximum
Width mm

Maximum
Length m

Weight g/m Max Load Max
100mm
kg
Elong %

NSPN100WH020

PP

PEHD

50

360

500

55

1677

12,5

NSPN100GR060

PP

PEHD

50

360

500

55

1746

12,5

NSPL100WH242

PP

PEHD

50

360

500

52

1587

12,2

NSPH100WH000

PP

PEHD

50

360

400

68

2437

12,01

NSPH100BR000

PP

PEHD

50

360

400

68

1978

12,5

NSPS100WH030

PP

Pet

50

360

400

70

2437

12,01

NSPH100BR000 Perforate PP

PEHD

50

360

400

54

970

12,2

NSPA100WH000

Pet

PEHD

50

100

400

55

1520

18,2

NSPB100WH202

35%PP
65%Pet

PEHD

50

100

400

75

2197

18,4

For further technical information about egg conveyor belts visit our web site www.barbieri-belts.com.

NSPH100BR000 PERFORATED

TYPE NSPH PERFORATED: polypropylene belt like the type TPEHW/B which is later perforated.
This perforation process gives several benefits to the eggs such as a more stability during the
collection so fewer breaks, a greater transition of air through the belt and then a rapid drying of
the egg and also in case of breaking eggs these seep through the belt and do not dirty the other
near eggs. The type and the position of holes can be realized in accordance with customer’s
requirements
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Type of hole

NSPHBR with Oval Holes

NSPHBR with Square Holes

NSPHBR with Oval Holes

NSPHBR with Square Holes

NSPHBR with Esagonal Holes

NSPHBR with Round Holes
23
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# Extruded Belts
Extruded manure belt MB
Made only with first choice copolymer polypropylene, with
addition of white colorant and anti UV, these belts are extruded
with the best technologies on the market, stabilizing them at best
before the winding.
Manure belt can have a minimum thickness of 0,5mm till to a
maximum thickness of 3,0mm with a maximum width of 2500mm.
Lengths of rolls are in accordance with customer’s requirements in
order to have only one joint.
The maximum length of rolls for belts with 1,00 thickness is 1000
metres.

Extruded drying manure belt MD
These belts are realized like manure
collection belts and then they are
perforated with holes diameter
4mm. The maximum perforation
width is 2000mm with the
possibility to leave not perforated
stripes on the side and in the
middle to use as a reinforcement
of the belt. Length of belt on
measure and possibility not to hole
the beginning and the end of rolls
in order to facilitate the soldering
them.







Polypropylene perforated
extruded belt for the collection
of eggs, thickness from 1,00mm
to 3,00mm with round holes
diameter 20mm or square
holes 20x20mm. Disposition of

 holes, width and length of belt
in accordance
with
costumer’s

requirements. The perforation’s
width is from 95 mm to 500mm.
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Perforated belt for flooring MF

  

Perforated egg conveyor belt MP

25 25 20 20

R2
R2

5
5

5
5

53°
53°

25
25

20
20

Polypropylene perforated extruded belt for the collection of eggs,
thickness from 1,00 mm to 3,0 mm with round holes diameter
20mm or square holes 20x20 mm. Disposition of holes, width and
length of belt in accordance with customer’s requirements. The
perforation’s width is from 95 mm to 500 mm.

5 5

20 20

5 5
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Cutted sheet MS
We offer the possibility of customized cut in sheets of
different sizes, colors and thickness:
- maximum size 2000x4000 mm,
- colors on requests,
- thickness from 0,5 mm to 3 mm.

Technical properties manure belt
PROPERTIES

METHOD

UNIT

VALUES

density

ISO 1183

Gr/cm3

0,90

tensile stenght at yield

ASTMD638

kg/cm2

300

tensile elongation at yield

ASTMD638

%

9

flexural modulus

ASTMD790

kg/cm2

13500

shore hardness

ISO 868

notched izod impact (23°)

ASTMD256

kg-cm/cm

75

notched izod impact (-20°)

ASTMD256

kg-cm/cm

8

VICAT softering point

ISO 306A

°C

151

melting point

DIN 53736

°C

165

thermal conducivity

DIN 52612

W/mK

0,24

coefficient of linear thermic expansion

DIN 53752

1/°C

16x10-5

dielectric strenght

DIN 53481

Kv/mm

53

surface resistance

DIN 53482

Ohm

10+14

fire bihaviour

UL 94

64,40

HB

working temperature range

°C

storage temperature range

°C

storage condictions

+5 +60
-20 +60

protection anti UV

Commodity endowed with great chemical inertia in presence of almost all organic and inorganic mixtures included the hydroxide of
ammonium (ammonia) up to 100% concentration and maximum temperature of 60°C
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# Ropes

We produce high tenacity polyester and high
density polyethylene ropes in diameters from
1.5mm to 15mm.
These ropes are packaged on metal spools
with standard length or on measure and

placed in boxes.
As an alternative there is the possibility to
have the rope thermally cut with length on
measure.

Poliester Needles Rope RHN
High tenacity polyester rope with diameters from
1.5mm to 3.0mm of medium elongation and realized
with a cheaper process than traditional ropes.
It’s mainly used for drinking systems in 2.5mm and
3.0mm diameter.

HT Poliester Rope RHE

NO
We produce high tenacity polyester rope with
excellent resistance to the load and low elongation.
This type of rope suffers a particular treatment (cable
free) with which by cutting it with a scissors the
ends stays together allowing an easy passage through
the holes.
The diameter 3.0mm is used for drinking systems.
Diameters 4.0/4.75/5.5/6.0mm are used for feeding,
ventilation systems and fixing tunnels tarps.

YES
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Rope RPD
We produce high tenacity polyethylene rope treated
with ANTI UV in yellow or orange colours and 4/6/8
mm diameter. It’s a light rope, empty on the inside.
This allows the insertion inside obtaining “a noose” to
support the material.
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Instruction for Gluing Belts

1. Overlap the two extremities of the belts and mark
the board with marker;

2. Roll-out the hot glue along the perimter forming a
“X” and immediately overlap the other extremities of
the belt;

3. Press the extremities between two metal plates at
the least 5 mm in thickness the help of clamp;

4. After a few minutes remove the plates, cut off the
excess of glue and the jointed belt is ready for use.
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Instruction

For further information, complete instructions and
explanatory videos about the use of products, visit the
web site www.barbieri-belts.com

For sewing egg belt
2

3

4

5
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For welding extruded belt


ULTRASONIC
WELDING GUN



SHINING SIDE
METAL PLATE 2 mm thick min.

500 mm

50
m
m

40
m
m
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Storage / Moving









Use conditions and Guarantee
For a proper use and working of egg conveyor belts we
recommend the following.
First of all pay close attention to its sewing which must be done
following the instructions previously suggested.
The installation must be done avoiding to tighten the belt too
much, making sure that edges are not cut.
We proceed to the warranty replacement of egg conveyor belts if
they have severe defective workmanship, if they are curved (like a
saber) or if they are shorter than the requested length.
The replacement doesn’t occur if there is one of the following cases:
- Belts have worked more than 3 months
- Belts have been nibbled by rats
- Belts were subjected to washing at temperatures 		
exceeding 60 degrees centigrade
- belts have been treated with strong disinfectants
- belts have been damaged by defective pulling systems
Concerning the manure belt the replacement takes place if
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this one, when new, has defects due to the working during the
extrusion process such as widths, thickness and lengths which
don’t comply with the requirements of customers.
The replacement doesn’t occur if there is one of the following
cases:
- the belt is not properly moved, stored, installed and 		
soldered
- The installed belt is exposed to direct sun light
- the belt is cut due to rubbing in contact with metal parts
- the belt is subjected to washing at temperatures exceeding
60 degrees centigrade
- the belt is treated with strong disinfectants
As regards ropes their replacement is possible if they have
serious defects in workmanship or if lengths and diameters are
not in accordance to those required.
The replacement doesn’t occur if the rope is subjected to loads
exceeding those we suggested.

BARBIERI
BARBIERI Srl
Via Garibaldi, 54 _ 26040 Scandolara Ravara (CR) _ Italy
Tel. (+39) 0375/95135 _ Fax. (+39) 0375/95169
www.barbieri-belts.com _ info@barbieri-belts.com

